
Volunteer community support model: a consumer pathway
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I’m not really sure what to expect. It says this is a genuine alternative to traditional mental health services. I don’t really know what I want to talk about or if I can talk to a stranger. And how 
do I know I can trust who I’m speaking to? The information says they are a peer. Which means they have their own experience in managing challenges to their mental health, they will listen 
and truly care about my current situation, and use their lived experience to empathise and provide support which means I can feel safe in sharing what is happening for me. They might also 

have their own personal lived experience of recovery which they can share. It had been a very long time since someone just listened to me, and asked for nothing in return

I don't know why I'm not feeling great, 
or who to turn to, or where to get help … 
I don’t even know for sure if I need help

I have a website to look at or
this phone number to ring or SMS

I HAVE HEARD OF 
THIS SUPPORT 

PROGRAM IN THE 
COMMUNITY

I RECEIVED A 
BROCHURE LAST 

TIME I VISITED MY 
GP OR 

PSYCHOLOGIST

OR

I SMS the number / webchat a few times and chat to Paula. She seems friendly. She invites me to call her sometime or says she can give me a call if that’s easier.
She often works out of the community health hub or Neighbourhood House or Library but she’s happy to meet me at a park if I’d like to meet her to suss her out.
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Opportunity for consumers to become
community peers or volunteers

I just want to know I’m normal 

Mental illness
is so isolating 

I was knocked back several times after seeking treatment because I “wasn’t sick 
enough”… made me sad and made me long for support in my community

I came home from 
hospital in a worse 
state, and was on 
my own, at higher 

risk than when
I went in. all alone

I know I had to 
see someone but 

it’s so hard to 
make that first call

That one time, the lady 
from the post office 

reached out to me at my 
darkest moment, made 
all the difference in the 

world to me

You have no power as an individual, it’s so disempowering, it's your mental illness but 
all your power and your freedom are stripped away, you know something's wrong, 
you’re at your most vulnerable but it’s all dictated by people you don't even know

QUOTES IN YELLOW FROM LIVED EXPERIENCE PROJECT ADVISORS

My house is a mess at the moment as I’ve been unwell

I want to talk to someone 
about these feelings of 
suicide without being 

rushed to hospital

COMMUNITY CONNECTOR


